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Sam-I-am tries to get his furry friend to try green eggs and ham before deciding that he
doesn't like them.
Simplified Chinese edition of Angry Arthur
Encourages the reader to exercise by following the movements of various animals;
presented in a question and answer format.
Chinese edition of "Lilly's Purple Plastic Purse." Lilly was not allowed to show off her
new purse, so she wrote a bad note to her teacher!- 27 pages, Chinese phonics, HC
Simplified Chinese edition of Don't Let the Pigeon Stay Up Late! by Sesame Street
veteran animator and Emmy Award-winner Mo Willems, author of Knuffle Bunny ( 2005
Caldecott Honor Award). In Simplified Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books,
Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes by Helen Oxenbury and
Mem Fox. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Brave bear hunters go through grass, a river, mud, and other obstacles before the inevitable
encounter with the bear forces a headlong retreat.
A curious monkey goes to the hospital after swallowing a piece of a jigsaw puzzle.
Three owl babies whose mother has gone out in the night try to stay calm while she is gone.
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A collection of humorous poems and drawings.

Incorporates handicraft projects in needleworking, electronics, woodworking, toymaking, fence-building, and a myriad of other practical and decorative crafts.
Children's Fiction
Traditional Chinese edition of Ira sleeps over
Traditional Chinese edition of "1,2,3 To the Zoo." A counting picture book for
preschool children. Large size. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai
Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
No matter how hard he pleads and begs, the pigeon is not supposed to drive the
bus while the driver is away, but pigeon tries every persuasive trick a young child
knows to get you to say "Yes."
A box of small crayons, a big adventure to explore the moon. Creative training to
cultivate children's observation, imagination, and exploratory skills. The picture
book is translated into thirteen languages to mark the 50th anniversary of the
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Apollo 11 moon landing Won Europe, America, Japan Eleven international book
selection awards affirmed. European Piper Literature Award, Hammelburg,
Germany Marble Award, American Library Association Book Selection Award,
American Golden Duck Picture Book Award, a well-known independent
bookstore in the United States, 57th Street Books, an annual selection of books
School Library Journal Clarion Magazine Annual Selection Book Baker School of
Education Annual Children.
Traditional Chinese edition of the classic The Velveteen Rabbit. In Traditional Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
A young girl Feifei is upset and doesn't know how to manage her anger but takes the time to
cool off and regain her composure.
This book explores a marketing and retailing idea that is as old as commerce itself and yet as
new as tomorrow. The marketing leaders of our time explain the evolution of the servicescape
as the transformation of the traditional selling environment from space to place, and from place
to product. Servicescapes: The Concept of Place in Contemporary Markets analyzes
contemporary developments in retail marketing around the world. Based on the experience
and insight of the leading retailing and marketing experts of our time, Servicescapes points the
way to the new markets and marketing environments of tomorrow. Its ideas will fuel the
strategies and tactics of the marketplace in the new millennium.
Presents thirty-five themes for preschool storytimes and includes book choices, fingerplays,
short poems, flannelboard stories with patterns, and suggestions for music and simple crafts.
A guide to programs currently available on video in the areas of movies/entertainment, general
interest/education, sports/recreation, fine arts, health/science, business/industry,
children/juvenile, how-to/instruction.
Thematic activities drawn from the cultures of twenty countries.

Chinese edition of Eric Carle's " I See a Song."
Traditional Chinese Edition of Pig the Tourist
Traditional Chinese edition of Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! by Mo Willems who
received the Caldecott Honor for Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!. Willems is also a
Sesame Street writer and NPR cartoonist. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright
Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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